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Summary
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Human C8 is one of five complement components (C5b, C6, C7, C8 and C9) that assemble on
bacterial membranes to form a pore-like structure referred to as the "membrane attack
complex" (MAC). C8 contains three genetically distinct subunits (C8α, C8β, Cγ.) arranged as a
disulfide-linked C8α-γ dimer that is noncovalently associated with C8β. C6, C7 C8α, C8β and C9
are homologous. All contain N- and C-terminal modules and an intervening 40-kDa segment referred
to as the membrane attack complex/perforin (MACPF) domain. The C8γ subunit is unrelated and
belongs to the lipocalin family of proteins that display a β-barrel fold and generally bind small,
hydrophobic ligands. Several hundred proteins with MACPF domains have been identified based on
sequence similarity; however, the structure and function of most are unknown. Crystal structures of
the secreted bacterial protein Plu-MACPF and the human C8α MACPF domain were recently
reported and both display a fold similar to the bacterial pore-forming cholesterol-dependent
cytolysins (CDC). In the present study, we determined the crystal structure of the human C8α MACPF
domain disulfide-linked to C8γ (αMACPF-γ) at 2.15 Å resolution. The αMACPF portion has the
predicted CDC-like fold and shows two regions of interaction with C8γ. One is in a previously
characterized 19-residue insertion (indel) in C8α and fills the entrance to the putative C8γ ligand
binding site. The second is a hydrophobic pocket that makes contact with residues on the side of the
C8γ β-barrel. The latter interaction induces conformational changes in αMACPF that are likely
important for C8 function. Also observed is structural conservation of the MACPF signature motif
Y/W-G-T/S-H-F/Y-X6-G-G in αMACPF and Plu-MACPF, and conservation of several key glycine
residues known to be important for refolding and pore formation by CDCs.
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Assembly of the complement membrane attack complex (MAC) on the surface of gramnegative bacteria and other pathogenic organisms involves the sequential interaction of
complement proteins C5b, C6, C7, C8 and C9 and formation of a transmembrane pore
composed of multiple C9 molecules.1–3 The sequence of interactions leading to MAC
formation is well defined; however, the mechanism by which the MAC disrupts membrane
organization is poorly understood. MAC assembly begins with local production of C5b by
activated complement and binding of C6 to form a soluble, noncovalently-linked C5b-6
complex. Subsequent binding of C7 produces a complex (C5b-7) with an affinity for cell
membranes. C5b-7 binds to the outer portion of membrane bilayers and only minimally
penetrates the interior.4 Once on the membrane, C5b-7 binds C8 and forms a tetrameric C5b-8
complex. The ultrastructure of C5b-8 has no pore-like features; however, this complex causes
leakage of synthetic lipid vesicles,5 increases ion-conductance in planar lipid bilayers,6 and
promotes the slow osmotic lysis of simple cells such as heterologous erythrocytes.7
Photolabeling studies using extracellular or membrane-restricted probes identified the C8α
subunit as the major C5b-8 component inserted in the membrane.8,9 In the final step of MAC
formation, C5b-8 binds and initiates the self-polymerization of C9 to form a cylindrical
transmembrane pore composed of 12–18 C9 molecules.3,10
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C8 has the most complex subunit arrangement of the five MAC components. It contains three
genetically distinct proteins (C8α, C8β, C8γ) arranged as a disulfide-linked C8α-γ heterodimer
that is noncovalently associated with C8β.11,12 C8α and C8β are homologous to each other
and to C6, C7 and C9. These five proteins comprise the "MAC family" of proteins; all contain
a variable number of N- and C-terminal modules and a central 40-kDa MACPF domain.13,
14 The MACPF domain was named as such because it is conserved in the MAC family proteins
and perforin. The 20-kDa C8γ subunit is unrelated to the other MAC proteins and has the
distinction of being the only lipocalin in the complement system.15
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Several hundred proteins have been identified as having MACPF domains. They exhibit limited
sequence similarity but contain a signature Y/W-G-T/S-H-F/Y-X6-G-G MACPF motif.16
With a few exceptions, such as the MAC proteins and perforin which are known to form lytic
pores for immune defense,17 the function of most MACPF proteins is unknown. Crystal
structures of two MACPF proteins were recently published concurrently by two different
groups. Plu-MACPF from the gram-negative bacteria Photorhabdus luminescens was found
to display a fold similar to the bacterial pore-forming cholesterol-dependent cytolysins (CDC).
18 Although nonlytic, Plu-MACPF was shown to bind to cell membranes. The second protein
was the MACPF domain from human C8α, which studies showed could be produced
recombinantly and in a functional form.19 The crystal structure of this protein (C8α-MACPF)
was solved and also found to display a CDC-like fold.20 Pore-formation by CDCs occurs by
self-polymerization of 30–50 monomers on target membrane surfaces, followed by a major
refolding, and insertion of transmembrane β-hairpins (TMH).21 Structural similarity between
C8α-MACPF and the CDCs suggests that complement MAC proteins use a CDC-like
mechanism for pore formation.
In addition to the human C8α MACPF domain, we recently described the production of a
disulfide-linked heterodimer (αMACPF-γ) composed of the C8α MACPF domain (αMACPF)
and C8γ.19 Correct folding of αMACPF-γ was inferred from its ability to bind C8β and C9
and form a functional MAC. We now report the crystal structure of αMACPF-γ as determined
by X-ray diffraction. A comparison to the previously reported C8α-MACPF structure reveals
conformational differences in αMACPF that are induced by C8γ, and may be important for C8
function. Also described are conserved features in the C8α MACPF domain and Plu-MACPF
that were not compared previously because the structures were published concurrently. Our
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analysis shows structural conservation of the signature Y/W-G-T/S-H-F/Y-X6-G-G motif in
αMACPF and Plu-MACPF as well as conservation of several key glycine residues known to
be important for CDC refolding and pore formation.

Results
Structure of αMACPF-γ
The crystal structure of αMACPF-γ was determined to 2.15 Å resolution (Table 1 and Fig. 1a).
Both intrachain disulfide bonds in αMACPF (C8α C110-C147 and C345-C369) and the single
interchain disulfide bond between αMACPF C164 and C8γ C40 are correctly formed. The
extension of C8γ to one side makes αMACPF-γ an unusually thin and wide globular protein
(70Å tall, 80Å wide, and 20Å thick) (Fig. 1b). In agreement with the C8α-MACPF structure,
the central feature of αMACPF is an L-shaped four-stranded antiparallel β-sheet that is flanked
by two groups of α-helices. Secondary Structure Matching (SSM)22 software identified the
overall structural similarity between the αMACPF portion and the CDCs intermedilysin (ILY)
from Streptococcus intermedius23 and perfringolysin O (PFO) from Clostridium
perfringens.24
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αMACPF is a single domain protein that contains regions corresponding to what are referred
to as domains 1 and 3 in ILY (Fig. 1d). Domain 3 in ILY contains two small α-helical bundles
referred to as TMH1 and TMH2 because of their ability to unfold and form transmembrane
β-hairpins during CDC pore formation. For the sake of clarity, we have used the ILY
terminology to identify corresponding regions in αMACPF. αMACPF-γ lacks the flexible
linker domain 2 and the membrane-interacting, Ig-like β-sandwich domain 4 in ILY. Domain
4 in ILY and C8γ in αMACPF-γ both extend outward but in radically different locations with
respect to the core β-sheet. Also, TMH1 in αMACPF is longer than in ILY and forms two
additional hydrophobic, antiparallel β-strands (β-strands 5 and 6) that hydrogen bond to the
main β-sheet and extend it to six strands at the top. As observed with C8α-MACPF, the disulfide
loop formed by C345-C369 in TMH2 is disordered in αMACPF-γ. This loop lies within the
segment of C8α that contains the binding site for CD59, a complement regulatory protein that
inhibits MAC formation by binding to C8α and C9.25,26
A sample of electron density shows the core β-sheet portion of αMACPF is well defined (Fig.
2). Several other segments show considerable flexibility as judged by less-defined density. A
model could not be built for αMACPF residues 103–109, 355–366, 371–373, and 396–409
although some discontinuous electron density for these regions is present.
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The structure of C8γ within αMACPF-γ agrees well with the structure determined for C8γ
alone.27 C8γ is a member of the lipocalin family of proteins that display a β-barrel fold that
forms a calyx with a binding pocket for a small, generally hydrophobic ligand.28 Although it
has a lipocalin fold, the existence of a natural small-molecule ligand for C8γ has not been
established. In C8α, the binding site for C8γ lies within a 19-residue insertion (indel) in the
MACPF domain and contains C8α C164 that covalently links to C8γ C40.29 Crystallographic
studies of C8γ in complex with a synthetic C8α indel peptide showed that the indel residues
make contacts with all four loops at the opening of the calyx and completely fills the entrance.
30 The αMACPF-γ structure is in complete agreement with these findings. The indel segment
of αMACPF forms a two-stranded β-sheet at the end of an extension of mostly charged residues
and interacts with all four loops at the entrance to the C8γ calyx. The calyx entrance is
completely filled and the loops are moved even closer to the indel in αMACPF than in the
C8γ-indel peptide complex (Fig. 3). Loop 1 is moved substantially, perhaps because of the
disulfide bond between C8γ C40 in loop 1 and C8α C164 in αMACPF. In the C8γ-indel peptide
complex, these residues are substituted with alanine.
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A comparison performed by SSM shows that αMACPF-γ and C8α-MACPF contain 249
residues that align well to give a RMSD of 2.1Å (Fig. 4a). Major differences lie in the TMH1
segment and in regions that interact with C8γ. In C8α-MACPF, TMH1 begins with helix B,
and then takes a sharp turn into a newly formed helix B’ (Fig 4b). Helix B’ is bent 90° away
from helix B and proceeds into β-strand 6. β-strand 6 connects to the anti-parallel β-strand 5
and then down into helix C. In this conformation, β-strand 6 interacts with β-strand 4 in the
core β-sheet. This arrangement is the reverse of what is seen in the αMACPF-γ structure, where
TMH1 begins with a straight helix B and leads directly into γ-strand 6 (Fig. 4c). β-strand 6
then leads to the antiparallel β-strand 5 and down into helix C. The structure is much more
vertical, with no bend in helix B and no disruption in bonding between β-strands 4, 5, and 6 in
the core β-sheet. These differences appear to be related to contacts in the C8α-MACPF structure
between residues 213–215 of helix B′ with symmetry equivalent residues of a neighboring
molecule in the crystal. This region has well defined electron density in both structures, thus
the differences are not a result of alternate interpretations by the authors. The ability of crystal
contacts to alter the conformation suggests flexibility in the TMH1 region, which could
facilitate refolding during membrane insertion of C8α.
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In addition to the C8α indel, C8γ binds to a second region of αMACPF. F174 from C8γ fits in
a hydrophobic pocket created by αMACPF residues L190 (β-strand 1), V266 (β-strand 2), and
Y413 (I-helix) (Fig 5a). This pocket is not present in the C8α-MACPF structure.
Superposition of this region of C8α-MACPF on αMACPF-γ shows that L190 and Y413 in
αMACPF have altered their conformation to facilitate interaction with C8γ F174 (Fig. 5b).
Movement of L190 causes β-strand 1 of αMACPF to move closer to C8γ. Importantly,
movement of Y413 in αMACPF also causes the I-helix to move closer to C8γ and pull away
from β-strand 4. In CDCs, movement of the I-helix during pore formation provides access to
β-strand 4 and allows for edge sharing with β-strand 1 from a neighboring monomer.31 C8γ
may facilitate a similar interaction between β-strands in C8α and those in the neighboring MAC
components. Such a possibility could explain why MAC formed with a C8 analogue composed
of only C8α + C8β is much less lytically active than MAC formed with intact C8.32,33
Comparison of αMACPF-γ to CDCs and Plu-MACPF
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An analysis performed by SSM shows that αMACPF-γ and ILY contain 149 residues within
domains 1 and 3 that superimpose well and give a RMSD of 4.7 Å (Fig. 6). A superposition
and SSM structure comparison of αMACPF-γ and Plu-MACPF likewise shows similar folds
for domains 1 and 3 with 192 residues that superimpose well with a RMSD of 3.9 Å. These
superpositions clearly show that relative to the core β-sheet, C8γ is in a completely different
position from domain 4 in ILY and the β-prism domain in Plu-MACPF.
Superposition of αMACPF-γ on Plu-MACPF shows the MACPF domain signature motif Y/
W-G-T/S-H-F/Y-X6-G-G is structurally conserved (Fig. 7). The first five residues (Y/W-G-T/
S-H-F/Y) lie in a region that corresponds to the interface between domains 1 and 3 in CDCs.
αMACPF contains the sequence YGTHY (residues 307–311), while Plu-MACPF contains
WGSHF (residues 198–202). Internal contacts within this motif are made between T309 with
H310 in αMACPF and S200 with H201 in Plu-MACPF. Although the fold of domains 1 and
3 in ILY and PFO are similar to corresponding regions of Plu-MACPF and αMACPF, the
MACPF sequence motif is not conserved in CDCs.
The two glycines at the end of the MACPF motif in αMACPF (G318, G319) and Plu-MACPF
(G209, G210) extend into the middle of β-strand 3. Although the entire MACPF motif is not
conserved in CDCs, the location of these glycines correspond approximately to G301 in ILY
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and G274 in PFO. These may provide flexibility in the core β-sheet of MACPF proteins, as is
thought to be the case with the CDCs.24 A second pair of conserved glycines in αMACPF
(G395, G396) and Plu-MACPF (G270, G271) are in the same structural location as G351 and
G352 in ILY, and G324 and G325 in PFO. In ILY and PFO, these glycines lie at the junction
between β-strand 4 and 5. They allow β-strand 5 and the I-helix to swing away from β-strand
4 of the core β-sheet,31 which permits β-strand 4 to edge-share and hydrogen bond with βstrand 1 of a neighboring CDC molecule during pore formation. The conserved location
suggests these glycines could function similarly in the MACPF proteins.
Comparison of TMH sequences within the MAC family proteins
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The two α-helical bundles at the base of the core β-sheet in ILY and PFO contain 30–35
residues, and when completely unfolded are of sufficient length to form a transmembrane βhairpin. This was shown for PFO where the TMH segments have 23–28 residues inserted in
the membrane in a fully assembled pore.34,35 TMH1 and TMH2 in αMACPF are much longer
with 56 and 57 residues, respectively. Whether a portion of each forms β-hairpins comparable
in length to the CDCs or if each unfolds to form longer β-hairpins cannot be predicted. A
comparison of the αMACPF TMH1 and TMH2 sequences to corresponding regions in the
MAC family proteins reveals several interesting features (Fig. 8). The segments are all much
longer than corresponding regions in the CDCs. In C6 and C7, the TMH1 segments are largely
hydrophilic, which suggests membrane penetration by this region would be limited. This is in
contrast to the central portions of TMH1 in C8α and C8β, which are rich in hydrophobic
residues. In C9, the most striking feature of TMH1 is its length, which is extended to 74 residues
because of an insertion. If the C9 MACPF structure is similar to αMACPF, such an insertion
would result in a greatly extended region between β-strands 5 and 6. As suggested by others,
20 the length and alternating pattern of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues makes it likely
this region of C9 forms transmembrane β-hairpins as C9 undergoes self-polymerization to form
the MAC pore.
A comparison of TMH2 sequences shows conservation of cysteines that form the disulfide
loop in TMH2 of αMACPF (C345–C369). Corresponding loop segments in C6 and C7 are
more hydrophilic and much shorter than in C8α, C8β and C9. In the latter proteins, the disulfide
loops contain a greater percentage of hydrophobic residues along with charged residues in the
center that may facilitate initial contact with the membrane.

Discussion
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Until recently there was limited structural information available for the MAC proteins. Solving
the human C8α-MACPF structure and revealing its similarity to the CDCs was a major
advancement as it provided mechanistic insight into how the MAC forms pores. This structure
and its similarity to the bacterial Plu-MACPF structure showed that the CDC-like fold is
conserved in MACPF proteins from distant organisms. The present study extends these
findings by providing additional structural information on C8 and insight into how C8γ may
influence C8 function. Features in αMACPF and Plu-MACPF that were not compared in earlier
studies have also been further analyzed.
The αMACPF-γ structure shows that the entrance to putative ligand binding pocket in C8γ is
completely filled by the C8α indel. This agrees with previous conclusions based on studies
using the C8α indel peptide. One distinctive feature of C8γ compared to most lipocalins is the
division of its ligand binding pocket into a hydrophilic upper portion and a large hydrophobic
lower cavity. Access to the latter is restricted by the close proximity of two tyrosine side chains;
however its been shown using lauric acid as a pseudoligand that penetration into the lower
cavity occurs if a ligand is narrow and hydrophobic at one end.36 Interestingly, the αMACPFγ structure shows no ligand trapped in the lower cavity. This observation and complete
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 30.
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occupancy of the upper cavity by the indel further supports the likelihood that a small-molecule
ligand is not normally bound to C8γ within C8. If such a natural ligand exists, binding would
require a major conformational change to expose the C8γ binding pocket as C8 incorporates
into the MAC.
The αMACPF-γ structure also shows that C8γ makes contact with β-strands 1 and 2, and the
I-helix in αMACPF. This significantly alters the local αMACPF conformation and may explain
the strong positive affect C8γ has on C8 activity. Several studies have shown that MAC formed
with C8 composed of C8α + C8γ has only ~ 15% of the hemolytic and bactericidal activity of
MAC formed with intact C8.32,33 The mechanism by which C8γ increases C8 activity is
unknown. Photolabeling and binding studies suggest C8γ is located on the periphery of the
MAC and does not enhance activity by direct penetration into the membrane.9,37 One
possibility is the altered position of β-strand 1 or the I-helix in the presence of C8γ may facilitate
unfolding of C8α to allow edge-sharing and more efficient MAC formation. Another possibility
is that the conformational change induced by C8γ may affect the C9 binding site, which lies
within the C8α MACPF domain.19 C8γ may simply increase the binding affinity for C9 and
enhance formation of a fully functional MAC.
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C8γ extends out from the core β-sheet of αMACPF much like the Ig-like β-sandwich domain
4 in PFO and ILY, and the β-prism domain in Plu-MACPF. These domains contain anti-parallel
β-strands connected by loops at the top and bottom. Mutagenesis studies of domain 4 in PFO
showed that residues within the four loops at the bottom are necessary for membrane binding
and pore formation.38 The β-prism domain of Plu-MACPF has a fold similar to domain 4 of
CDCs. The function of this domain in Plu-MACPF is unknown, however a similar β-sandwich
domain in the protein equinatoxin from the actinoporin pore-forming protein family was shown
to directly facilitate membrane binding to phosphorylcholine molecules through its lower
loops.39 Another structurally similar β-prism domain in Vibrio cholerae cytolysin contains a
carbohydrate binding site,40,41 and removal of this domain results in a significant loss of
hemolytic activity. C8γ has a lipocalin β-barrel fold and like the above domains contains antiparallel β-strands connected by loops at the top and bottom. This raises the interesting question
of whether C8γ might enhance MAC lytic activity by interacting with unidentified molecules
on the membrane surface, possibly through its bottom loops or other accessible regions such
as its α-helix.
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CDC pore formation is initiated by edge-on hydrogen bonding between strands of the core βsheets from neighboring monomers as they assemble on target membranes. Once a circular
pre-pore is formed, domain 3 helical bundles in each monomer refold to form aligned
amphipathic TMHs, which insert and form the β-barrel pore.42 Assembly of a functional MAC
pore is more complex because it involves the sequential interaction of five different
components composed of seven different proteins. Because they are homologous and have
conserved MACPF domains, one can predict that C6, C7, C8β and C9 will have core structural
features similar to αMACPF. Although there is no evidence for pore-formation by C5b-8,
similar structures for the other MACPF domains would suggest that unfolding of TMH helices
and at least partial insertion of β-hairpins is the primary mechanism by which C5b-8 is anchored
to membranes.
A mechanism for MAC formation based on edge-sharing and hydrogen bonding between βhairpins of MACPF domains would be consistent with what is known about MAC protein
interactions. C5b-6 contains only one MACPF component (C6) and is a soluble complex with
no affinity for membranes. Addition of C7 to form C5b-7 induces a conformational change
that facilitates binding to membranes. Binding between C6 and C7 may promote unfolding
and partial insertion of their respective TMH segments. Alignment of neighboring β-hairpins
in a C6–C7 manner may be crucial for formation of a stable complex and lowering the energy
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barrier for partial insertion. Since the predicted TMH sequences in C6 and C7, and the TMH2s
in particular, are shorter and more hydrophilic than in C8α, C8β or C9, the C5b-7 complex
may become anchored but with minimal membrane penetration and disruption.
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Studies using model membranes and cell systems have shown that significant membrane
disruption first occurs with formation of C5b-8. Within C8, the C8β subunit contains two
distinct binding sites, one that binds C5b-7 and one that binds C8α. Importantly, both reside
within the MACPF domain of C8β.43 C8α also has two distinct binding sites, one for C8β and
one for C9. Both of these sites lie within the MACPF domain of C8α.19 The fact that key
binding sites lie within the MACPF domains in both C8α and C8β supports a CDC-like
mechanism of edge-sharing and β-hairpin formation. Upon binding of C8 to C5b-7, interaction
between C8β and either C6 or C7 could induce unfolding of TMHs in C8β, and subsequently
those in C8α to form an extended series of aligned β-hairpins. TMHs in C8α and those predicted
for C8β are longer and more hydrophobic than those in C6 and C7, which may explain the
increase in membrane disruption when C8 binds to C5b-7. Alignment of several β-hairpins
could create a more energetically favorable arrangement for deeper membrane insertion. This
zippering effect of adding the next molecule, unfolding its TMH segments and forming
hydrogen bonds between adjoining β-hairpins, occurs during CDC pre-pore formation. The
C9 binding site lies within αMACPF, thus unfolding of αMACPF TMHs in C5b-8 could allow
edge-sharing with C9. Subsequent edge-sharing between C9 molecules could then lead to selfpolymerization of C9 and pore formation.
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The MAC family proteins and perforin are known to participate in lytic pore formation. Only
a few other MACPF proteins have been characterized and several are also thought to form
pores for invasion or protection. Examples are proteins from malarial parasites,44 the cytolytic
toxins from sea anemones,45 and proteins that provide plant immunity.46 We have shown that
several glycines considered important for CDC pore formation map to the same structural
location in αMACPF and Plu-MACPF, and therefore are likely to be important for the function
of MACPF proteins that form pores. As described by others,18 two of these glycines in PluMACPF (G270, G271) align based on sequence analysis with G305 and G306 in perforin.
Genetic mutations in these residues in perforin have been linked to disease.47 Interestingly,
one of the more common causes of human complement C7 deficiency is linked to residue G357
in the C7 MACPF domain.48 This residue corresponds to G395 in αMACPF and G270 in PluMACPF, which are among the conserved glycines considered functionally important in CDCs.
Our analysis also shows that the MACPF signature motif Y/W-G-T/S-H-F/Y-X6-G-G is
structurally conserved in αMACPF and Plu-MACPF. The significance of this motif is presently
unclear, however evolutionary conservation between humans and bacteria suggests a
functional role. The precise nature of that role must await the characterization of additional
MACPF domain proteins.

Methods
Protein expression and crystallization
Human αMACPF containing C8α residues 103–462 was co-expressed with C8γ in Escherichia
coli, purified, and characterized as described elsewhere.19 Initial crystallization conditions of
αMACPF-γ were identified by the high-throughput screening facility at Hauptman-Woodward
Medical Research Institute, Inc. (Buffalo, NY).49 To assist with structure solving, SeMet
αMACPF-γ was produced using the M9 SeMET High-Yield Growth Media Kit Package
(Medicilon, Inc.). Purified αMACPF-γ and SeMet αMACPF-γ were concentrated to 5 mg
mL−1 in 0.05 M Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 8.0, and crystallized at 16 °C by hanging drop vapor
diffusion in 6% (w/v) PEG 20,000, 0.1 M citric acid, 0.025 M Mg(NO3)2, pH 5.0. Crystals
were incubated in 80% (v/v) crystallization solution + 20 % (v/v) MPD and flash frozen in a
stream of nitrogen vapor at 100K.
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 30.
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Structure determination and refinement
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Data from a SeMet αMACPF-γ crystal were collected at 100K on beamline 19-ID of the
Structural Biology Center at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, and
processed with HKL-2000.50 The structure was solved and the initial model built using
anomalous diffraction from single wavelength data with HKL-3000,51 which is integrated with
SHELXD,52 SHELXE,53 MLPHARE,54 DM,55 O,56 COOT,57 REFMAC5,58 ARP/wARP,
59 and RESOLVE.60 The initial model was extended by a combination of manual rebuilding
with COOT and automatic model rebuilding with ARP/wARP and RESOLVE. REFMAC5 was
used to refine the model against higher-resolution native αMACPF-γ data collected on SERCAT beamline 22-ID at Argonne National Laboratory. Structure superpositions were created
using DaliLite.61 Ribbon representations in Fig. 1 were generated using Molscript/Raster3D.
62,63 Unless specified, other figures were produced using PyMOL.64
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Figure 1.

Structure of αMACPF-γ. a) Ribbon representation of αMACPF-γ. Regions corresponding to
domains 1 and 3 and the TMH segments in ILY are labeled as such. C8γ is green, the core βsheet is blue, TMH segments are red, and the C8α indel is purple. Other structural elements
are in gold. Disulfide bonds are atom color. The N- and C-termini of αMACPF are labeled.
α-helices are lettered from N- to C-terminus and β-strands within each β-sheet are numbered.
β-strands in TMH1 are continuous with core β-sheet strands 1–4 and are numbered 5 and 6. b)
Top view of αMACPF-γ. Same coloring as in (a) but the molecule is rotated 90°. c) Topology
map of αMACPF-γ secondary structure. Dashed lines are disordered segments. Location of
the CD59 binding site is indicated. d) Ribbon representation of ILY (PDB code: 1S3R).
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Domains are labeled as described in the text. The core β-sheet and TMH1 and TMH2 segments
are colored as in αMACPF-γ. Strand 5 is a continuation of core β-sheet strands 1–4 and is
numbered accordingly. e) Topology map of ILY secondary structure.
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Figure 2.

Stereoview of electron density within the core β-sheet of αMACPF-γ. Electron density (2FoFc coefficients; 1σ contouring level) is from a segment between β-strands 1 and 1' (H186
through T193) and a segment in β-strand 2 (K265 through Q267) in αMACPF. This region
lacks the typical hydrogen bonding pattern between strands of a β-sheet as a water molecule
bridges the two strands and mediates their interaction. Quality of the density is reflected by the
ability to distinguish between two conformations for E188. Figure was generated using COOT.
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Figure 3.

Superposition of C8γ structures. The Cα backbone of C8γ from αMACPF-γ (green) is
superimposed on the structure of C8γ in complex with the C8α indel peptide (purple) (PDB
code: 2QOS)7. The indel peptide is colored red. Four loops surrounding the C8γ calyx entrance
are numbered as they occur in the primary structure. In αMACPF-γ, loop 1 in C8γ is moved
10 Å closer to the C8α indel segment. Loops 3, 5, and 7 are also closer by 2, 3.5 and 1 Å,
respectively.
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Figure 4.

Structural comparison of C8α-MACPF and αMACPF-γ. a) Superposition of the C8α-MACPF
structure (PDB code: 2QQH) in gold on the αMACPF-γ structure in blue. b) TMH1 region of
C8α-MACPF and a corresponding topology diagram. c) The same region in αMACPF-γ.
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Figure 5.

Contact between C8γ and the αMACPF hydrophobic pocket. a) Interaction between F174 of
C8γ (pink) and the hydrophobic pocket created by αMACPF residues L190, V266 and Y413
(in blue). b) Superposition of C8α-MACPF and αMACPF-γ showing conformational changes
induced by C8γ. C8α-MACPF sidechains are in orange; αMACPF are in blue.
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Figure 6.

Comparison of αMACPF-γ, ILY and Plu-MACPF structures. a) αMACPF-γ. b) ILY. c) PluMACPF with calcium ions shown in gray (PDB code: 2QP2). The β-prism domain is purple.
d) Superposition of αMACPF-γ (blue) and ILY (green). e) Superposition of αMACPF-γ (blue)
and Plu-MACPF (green).
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Figure 7.

Y/W-G-S/T-H-F/Y-X6-G-G motif in αMACPF-γ and Plu-MACPF. Detailed view of the first
five residues of the motif in αMACPF-γ superimposed on Plu-MACPF. αMACPF sidechains
are in green and Plu-MACPF sidechains are in pink. Not shown are the two glycines at the end
of the motif which extend into β-strand 3 of each protein and are also structurally conserved.
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Figure 8.

Comparison of MAC protein TMH sequences. Full-length sequence alignments of the MAC
family proteins were used to identify segments corresponding to TMH1 and TMH2 sequences
in αMACPF. Hydrophobic residues are yellow, polar are green, and charged are red. The
conserved intrachain disulfide bond in TMH2 is depicted by a dotted bracket. Secondary
structure assignments correspond to those for αMACPF in Figure 1. Also shown are TMH
segments in PFO and ILY that are known to interact with membranes.
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Data collection, phasing, and refinement statistics.
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Space group
Unit cell

Data collection
Structure solution protocol
Wavelength (Å)
Resolution (Å)
Highest resolution shell (Å)
Unique reflections
Redundancy
Completeness (%)
I/σ(I)
Rmerge (%)
SAD analysis
No. of Se sites located/theoretical
FOMMLPHARE
FOMDM
Refinement
Resolution range (Å)
No. protein atoms/AU
No. waters/AU
R/Rfree (%)
Mean B-factor (Å2)

SeMet αMACPF-γ

αMACPF-γ

P21212
a=95.4Å
b=124.3Å
c=50.6Å
α=β=γ=90°

P21212
a=96.6Å
b=126.1Å
c=51.9Å
α=β=γ=90

SAD
0.9794
50.0-2.3
2.32-2.30Å
25296
4.9 (2.2)
93.5 (53.1)
13.9 (1.1)
12.7 (58.7)

MR
0.9565
50.0-2.15
2.21-2.15
30735
4.0 (3.0)
91.9 (77.1)
17.2 (2.4)
4.6 (33.4)

11/13
0.23
0.73

NA
NA
NA
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overall
Protein chain A
Protein chain C
Water molecules

RMSD bond length (Å)
RMSD angles (°)
Ramachandran favored (%)
Ramachandran allowed (%)
Ramachandran generously allowed (%)
Values in parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell
NA - not applicable
AU – asymmetric part of the unit cell
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50.0-2.15
3916
163
20.8/26.1 (30.0/42.3)
45.7
53.0
43.7
51.5
0.008
1.2
91.6
8.2
0.2

